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PADUC AM DAILY REGISTER.
_
Register, Eat. May, 111g6.
:Standard, Est. April, 1884.

VADUCAIL KY , SATURDAY

A PALL OF ROOK LAWYER'S ACT.
0.

MORNINGS DECEMBEE 23, 1905.

Fug WORT

NY UNCLAIMED I ,EXEMPTION

LARGE CROWD GATHERED AT SHERIFF POTTER Vird.LL NOT AN ENCOFFINED ,CORPSE IN MAYOR YEISER SAYS BOARDS
MRS VELLA GHOLSON HAS
THE EXPRESS OFFICE AT
THE •
LOCATE
IN
HALL LAST
CITY
ARE BECOMING TOO
PROVED SlliCtOTIN.Q_ WAS
MAYFIELD.
- WEST.
EVENING.
ACCIDENTAL.

CCI.:NTRY PRACTICALLY
UNDER BAYONET RULE

Committee Selected to Draft Bill Took to Eddyville Prisoners Con- Shipped to an Unknown Man Who Probabilities Are Some Remedy Will The pereentting Attorney. H
owever,
Fails to Shiewilp and Get
victed This Court, and Two
snac %vie. Be hreeented to the
ese ma-titer Before the
the litody.
State Legislature.
Sent Up Last Term.
Come Into Office.
Grand Jury.

Martial Law Proclaimed—Moral Sua_l
mir
ofsysh.
dh
Pe444E -40Wies4
dismessed----e- -The.hisiefield---Monitoreof-Therisday --Moyen--Yriser yeeterthoestated
- Last evening at- the 'city hsU the
sion Is "talked, But Force Is the
Yesterday
forenoon
in the county
largest portion of the hawyersi of night that the afternoon paper was prints this story:
although he would sign the ordinance
Order—Conditions Uncertain.
'A coffin holding the remains -of presented hirre unless some very court Judge • Richard T. Lightfoot
this city held a meeting for the pur- grosely in error when it published
Veils Glholson on •
pose of taking some step towards that he would probably locate out some deceased person remains at the grievioue incident arose, still he
eying killed William
getting the state legislature to en- West. The sheriff does intend next express office uncalled for. It came thought the municipal legislative the charge
THE PEOPLE TALK
before, and when he
. to their ideas spring to take a tour through the in one morning on the northbound boards of the city -were becoming a Pryor the
act laws conforming'
verdict
OF AN ARMED REVOLT. regarding changing the periods for West and get a good rest, merited train about two weeks ago from little too lax in granting exemptione announced
to the industries of this city, wherein the court room vociferously apholding circuit court tore. The law after four years of public and stren- Union City.
yers al) expressed themselves as uous career during which time he - "The box is addressed to B. T. the latter are relieved from paying plauded, thereby showing their api
city taxes for a period of five years proval, which seemed to be expressWarsaw. Russian Poland, Dec. 22. +it:artily in favor of the tilterations did hard work and made a most ex- McGee.
—A proclatnaticui of the governor- suggested, and after some speeches a cellent official. His trip will be
"This person has not called for 'ois as an inducement to come here and ed from every source upon the
streets yesterday. After dismissal
general was gazetted 'here today es- committee of the legal lights was made, as stated through these col- express package yet. Isflo one knows locate.
tablishing martial law in all of the selected for the purpose al drawing umns yesterday morning, but the af- him. Therefcee the air surroundThe mayor's statement came -as a Mrs. Gliolson returned to her home
tea governments of Russian Poland wp a bill that will be presented to ternoon paper in copying the article hug this long box is heavily charged result of the arguments before the in the county, accompanied by her
and appointing ten temporary mili- the general -assembly at Fratrkfort, added and stated he might settle out with mystery. The top has been aldermen Thursday night at the regu- relatives and friends, who contended
tary governors-general.,
and its adoption urged/for enact- there, but he says he expects to die lifted from the outside box and a lar meeting of that public body, when all along that the shooting was acright here in Paducah, Which tie look at the coffin thcews it to be of many speeches were made regarding cidental. Despite the fact that the
naent into a law.
Judge Rae) at present has one thinks the greatest city in the world. a cheap make. The silver plate on the city granting relief in this respect judge dismissed Mrs. Gholson the
NOT AS SUCCESSFUL
circuit courcgrand jury is now in• to manufacturing industries.
Last evening at 6 'clock Sheriff top says At iRest.
AS WAS EXPECTED. four weeks' session of court at Benvestigating the matter and today's
Thursday
night
when
several
exthis
about
question
a
ton and two three weeks' session. Potter and his guards( returned from
"There is
report
from tbat body will decide
emption
ordinances
came
Presiup
He always fiirishes 'his business there Eddyville, where they' took to the mysterhius pece of express: Who
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22.—The failwhether
they coincide with the disboard'
dent
of
of
Mobile,
the
Ed
P.
he?
con-victed
is
Where
prisoners
hicC•e?
penitentiaiy
the
in four or 6ve days at the outside,
ie. 11. T.
ure of many of the railroad emmissal of Judge Lightfoet.
therefore the balance, of the sessioa during the present term of criminai
..y 0.:3eS be not cal for tie. body? works for this city, was present and
ployes in St. Peterstelarg to obey the
superfulous as regards being as- court. In addition to the fourteen
'sharie people have called there to made a strong talk upon the subject. . Yesterday morning t::e judge took
strike order and the ability of M.
*ivied to Benton. The judge is de- males convicted at this court the s'ec tile coffin, and :teeny imagine He advocated exempting new indus- up the case and witnesses testified
Nemechaieff. minister of communisirous of being in a position to use sheriff took up two others, they be- that they can detect a -peculiar odor, tries coming here, only to the extent that when Mrs. Gholson Thursday
cations, to move trains on all the
ing Luntz Hill arid his brother Ern- but they do not, for tie tody is em- of their improvements of property. morning sent her two negro helpers
road* except the Beltie roads, are this extra time here, in this county,
In other words if outside capital out to cut down the sapling tree in
September term balmed.
thorns in the sides of the strike where his sessions are not sufficient-. est, who were at the
here and buys real estate, and controversy tiliat Pryor tried to sun
comes
ly long to transact all the business of court given terms in the penitena year al uncalled for exkaders. then bads a factory upost same, he them away. Mrs. Gholson, anticiand
auction,
prison
to
beat.taken
renege
old,
not
is
tiary
but.
The flat went forth at last night's before him, so be wants one week
their factory, machinery pating Pryor would do this, got her
.. to the tlere will likely be some low bid-. believe's that
meeting of the WV.irkinen's council taken off 'very Benton term and cause they carried their cases
and stock should be exempted, but old revolver and started out to where
now
conhave
They
its
with
court.
appellate
when
coffin
this
dieir
thet traffic must be interrupted at all transferred to the McCracken circuit
they compelled to pay taxes on their the wood choppers were, several
costs, though this admittedly will be so he can have just as much moos abandoned the appeal, however, and teets are put up to the highest bid- real estate which has been paying hundred yerds from her home. She
balance
the.
along
taken
with
wets
ate.
difficult on the Nisholas road to Mos- time to look after things here.
this revenue to the city in years past. loaded the rusty got as she walked
shipped ueaccompanied
Jam as socin as the committee yesterday. They were convicted of '"Bodies
cow. Trains are running auk their
lie argued that outsiders coming along, and whets she got up to Pryor
out
Evans
Mr.
at
of
trying
hold
a
rate
go
rai:road
up
over
to
the
ordinary crews on this tine, but all draws up the bill they wil.arrange
should be public spirited enough- to
to have it presented to the leglillature beyond Rowlandtown, one night last double fxst-claes passage. The ex- pay taxes upon the realty, in view of he asked her What she intended dothe trains are heavily guarded
ing "with that," meaning the reed.The delegates will try moral,sua- and it in not believed they vie' en- spring. They ordered him to hold tress is paid on this body -and the the fact that they are getting exemp- ver. Not giving her time to reply,
pulled
Evans
for
hands
call
Mc.
up,
his
but
tertain
shipped
could
any
it
is
to
the
trouble
person
passingin
sion with the faithful employes, but
tions upon the improvements they he jumped toward her, threw one
it is feared they will Akio resort to act, as it effects none whatever, and his gut) and foot several shots in it without any expense.
put up, and this latter iscone hun- arm around her neck and with
the,
destroying the bridges along the no opposition coulal be entered to their direction, causing the men to "Why does he not do to?
dred iold more alien there is exacted other grabbed at the gun in the see
ItCB12/9er.
"As there is no morgue or vault for the realty, which is a very small
road. The government has succeeded its eidermtion
man's band. His grasp caused the
in arresting practically all the memThe guards accompanying the sber attachments to, the express office, item when it collies to valuing the barrel
of the 'braken" revolver to
have
Watts
says he will
the entire industry.
bers of the striice and railroad com- ODELL HAS NOT
if yesterday, who left at noon, were Mr.
come down into ,the breach and let
txoneWhere,
remains
if
buried
they
mittees,
L.
Pryor,
F.
Harrison,
Sam
GIVEN UP FIGHT. H. L.
Alderman Miller coincided with Mr. the trigger fly against the
cartridgz-,
Houser, James Clark and William are not caled for within a reason- Noble to a great extent and exexplode
whiCih
e
and
bullet.
sent
the
•
time."
length
-able
of
Republican
back
getting
Assemblymen of New Lydon. They intended
STRIKE COMPATTEE
pressed himself as believing that
ell rho conditions which encono some new mode of procedure should be into Pryor's side, causing death ten'
York to Meet for Conference.
at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, but the l
ALL...3SZR ARREST.
Monitor
aftcrvalthe. A4
this body ace as the ts..
1041. adopted for government of this ex- mjssutc
train was two hours late.
s c.3ireo
i
delay
went
off
Pryor
pulled it fro
penitentiary
the
'
to
getting
On
Nek
York, Dee. 22. —The meeting
emption, because when outsiders are
St. Petersburg, Dec. 22--The workuggrests that tile company ha's relieved this means that the peopte Gholson, who was CO sutpri
5l
l Ps
iht
men of two ot the three electric ei republican assemblymen at the Sheriff Potter diecovered that Frank a
light plants struck yesterday evening Hotel Cadillac today is expected to Kennon and Luntz Hill, both col- been made the means of vacating a who have lived here all of their lives, the discharge that she spadil
an consequentby the streets in the develop a *bowing of the strength ored, had each done time before at cheap burial, or the channel of coy- built up the city and done everything loose of the gun, which
major portion of the city were in Former Gov. Odell and his friends the prison. Mr. Potter did not trittig up a death which- may have possible towards advancing its im- showed be was not attempti
darkness through the night, the in- %ill have in their fight to prevent know this, but when he filed his been criminal. Certainly the condi- portance, were called upon to pay duirharge it at the man
After hearing the evidence
tioes would justify the express agent this extra tax made necessary by
habitant's being compelled to fall back the ekction of Jas. W. Wadsworth, prisoners inside the wails
on candles and kerosene.
Jr., to the speakership of the as- and Hill commenced yelling at for* cgling in the county coroner and maintaining the additional expendi- Johnson, the hired hand of
The searchlight mounted on the sembly.
er friends, greeting them. It was sofne other officials and meking an tures of the city government, which and Waterfield, the colored
spire of the Admiralty building again "The election of Herbert Parsons then learned that this was not tile ineelgation before the body j3 are increased as the place grows working for Mrs. Ghohion, the j
vividly illuminated the Nevskiy Pros. to- the chairmanship of the county firet time behind the bars for thern. bark by him or even any claimant, larger and more plants are to be announced that be could readily a
pert as it did during the October republican committee list niolit be- Kennon is the negro who this time should one appear at this late day. looked after from a public govern- it was an accident without putting
strike. Cavalry and infantry patrols ing accepted as a defeat for Mr. got twelve years for helping murder Any thing so mysterious in which mental standpoint.
the woman on the stand. He acguarded every block and machine Odell, added much inteeest to the Harvey Johnson. colored, at _Second the disposal of a human body takes
Concerns that have been here for cordingly rendered bac opinion.
guns were stationed at several points. meeting of the assemblymen and pol and Kentucky avenue several weeks such a prominent part needs to be years and years, said one official,
Commonwealth Attorney John G.
During a tour of the city a cor- *kiwis were eager to knew )ow ago, v.hile Hill, las stated above, clear and satisfactory to the public, never asked any tax exemption when Lovett and County Attorney Eugene
respondent saw dozens of workmen much support the anti-Wadswo
or the reeson for 'secrecy should be they etattetd, and materially helped Graves protested at the judge heiltbe
rth tried to bold up Mr. Evans.
between soldiers with fixed bayonets men wouldobe able to
rally around
The balance of the men taken folly understoor by the authorities of to build up the city, but competitors ing an examining trial, they declubeing marched off to- prison.
come in new, are granted relief, and ing as unprecedented the fact of a
them.
assay were: Watt Kennett, colored, the community.
A cable of arms and hand bombs
thereby placed upon a better com- preliminary hearing 'being grant:11r(
Both Edwin A. Merritt, Jr., who voluntary manslaughter. 2! years;
was seized on the Sehhisselburg is
reported by the Odell men, and John Mute, colored, housebreaking, DEPORTED AS A S?0WAWAY. petitive footing than the older in- a court, when there was in
avenue yesterday and a crowd of a Mr.
dustries.
the circuit court grand jury, which
Wadsworth vrWo has the back- 2 years; Will Williame; colored, obthousand strikers of the Nevsky ing
Front the tenor of the rentarks of was upstairs on the second floor of
of Governor Higgins, were in the taining money by folio pretenses, t Was Man Whose Wealth Was
worias was charged and dispersed by city
the public officials it is more than the court house building investigattoday. Aseetnblymen began to ye-ac; Harman Clements, colored, obWiped Out by Flood.
Cdissacke whe ensed the flats of this gather
probable that something towards ing different charges while Judge
early and about twepty of taining money by false pretenses, I
swords and whip*, but no one was
remedying this evil wilt he done after Lightfoot was downstairs trying the
them were at the hotel awaiting tb-. year; Levi Cathoue, same charge, 1
New York, Dec. n.—Henry Xuiseriously injured.
Opening of the meeting.. State Sen- yin; Tom Trammel, colored, sense per, of Galveston, Tex., Who claims the new boards come into existence caoe. The judge %aye, there is no
law to compel parties accused ief
ator Goodsell said today that he charge, I year; Ellis Drane, colored,' that ht. was worth $30,000 before the the first of the year.
FTNANCIAL TROUBLE
Only this week the boards have ex- crime being refused an examining
talked with Mr. Odell and the form- robbery, 1 years; Will Upchurch,. col Galveston flood, which he says wiped
PACES THE EMPIRE. er governor said he had no inten- ored,
neslicious cutting, t year; out hit fortune, was deported today empted taxes on buildings that have trial in order *hat'the grand jury can
tion of giving op the fight. Con- Frank James, same charge, I year; on the steamer Colorado. Keiper been paying taxes for many years, take up the case if. the latter body
St. Petersburg, Via Warsaw, Dec gressman
Vreeland, of Allegheny, Hewlett Jones, white, obtaining moo mys that he became a naturalized while other instances relief has been happens to be in session at the time.
12.—The rush to unload continued on
Mrs. Gholson was not in jail on
also attended the meeting whichivaa ey by false pretense*, I year; L. H. American citizen in i88s and that granted factories buying' up twenty
the Bourse yesterday, imperial 4s lott- called
acres of ground, all of which cannot
to order at ti o'clock.
Beyer, white, obtaining money by he
<I a ,hardware business in Gal-, be used for the busihess of this re- Thursday night, as the, Afternoon
ing another fulk point and closing at
Sun publishes, but spent the night
false pretenses, t year; E. Conklin, heston. After losing his money he spective
es. The bankers' great dread is;that
industry. Under the ordin- at the residence of Mr. Wes Troutwhite, ?amt. charge and sentence; returned to his home in Antwerp,
a financial crisis may be precipitated POWERLESS TO
ance other factories could be put
STAY
BOYCOTT. Lit* Murphy, white; grand larceny. Belgium, but failing to prosper there on rhifr extra number of acres and man, under guard.
should Berlin,, where large a-mounts
This morning at it o'clock the
I reCir .
'
and wielving to return to the United no taxes exacted from same.
of Russian commercial paper is held.
funeral
services over the remains of
Ch
nese
o
Officials
at
States
Pekin
on
the steamer St. An
he hid
Say—
lieriff Potter leaves next Tuesday
decline to extend the paper due JanuMr. Pryor will be conducted at the
Quiet at Shanghai.
ght
S for Frankfort with the females drew, which arrived here last week. M'CURDY TRANSFERS
ary r. It now transpires that the
residence, five miles from this city
who are Queenie Ray , Lula Reed, fie was caught. and lacking proper
government baled—to secure an exPROPERTY TO HIS WIFE. on the Clark's river road. Rev.
identification
papers
deported
was
Minnie
Visteria,
Wheeler
B.
tension of the ,, $25,00ck000
and
ad—Chinese
C.,
Eva
Dee.
Johnson,
ninePeter Fields-, of the Third street
mont hi. treasuti. iyot_es *hitt !nature efOcee. at 'Pekin
tate they ere all colored. The Ray woman broke as a stowaway.
Morristown, N. J., Dec. 22. — Methodist church, will officiate, while
in February. It is' not positively powerless to ,stay the boycott against into Liveryman John Terrell's house,
Deeds hi which Richard A. McCur- afterwards
the remains will he
cy.
U ua moug t
ormee pre sent o
is city aid interred in
meet the notes was obtained out ef dispatches to Japanese papers re- Mrs. Mike Iseman, the Reed woman
Life Insurance :company, and other Oak Grove cemetery.
ceived
by
the
the reserve of thd Stattslihenk tipion
Kanagwe.
held up Wolter Vaughan, and the Great Suffering Among the People in
members of his family have transA Nichi Nichi dispatch says the Johnson woman robbed Johns Ruukase signed by 'the.iefrpefor .authorParts of Japan
ferred valuable propetty in this city
izing the bards to llstlittlieftleeogev- American minister to Pekin reported dolph of $25 at Ninth and Washingwithin the last few days were made NO MORE FIGHTING
ernment's exchequer' bills. Pretrher to the Chinese foreigii efficc that a ton streets.
Tokio, Dec. 22—An eye witness public yesterday.
FOR FITZSIMMONS.
Mr. McCurdy
White and Financial Minister Shinoff proposal would be introthrced to conMany friends of the prisoners were 'of the extent of the (amine in the and his wife on December t6 and
evidently were rehictpoXitoigeeorti to gress to, repay the boxer Menton, at the depot
yesterday lb bid them northeast provineee, Who has just re- again on December 19 , transferred
San Franchco, Dec. 22. —As a resuch an experiment, owing to the,fear of:,$ace000,ocie to China, but the pry, hood-bye. The stheriff atid
guards els-nod, 'reports the condition of ths parcels of real estate to their son, sult of the unsuccessful glove conof the bad impression it might creffe posal would 6e difficult of passage in 'had no trouble getting the
people
to
be
really
deplorable.
The
men to
Robert H. McCurdy. The gen on test with Jack O'Brien Wednesday
consequence of the bezeett.
in financial circles ebtoad.
advent of winter 'has found thousands December re
prison.
transferred to 'his moth night, Robert Fitzsimmons will reN. A. Tang sent a reply to the
on the verge of starvation and er his interest in the
new McCurdy turn to the stage, and, according to
Atnerican
minister,
the
dispatch
says,
speedy relief alone -will. save them. home, which has been occupied
DECLARE IN FAVOR
by his latest etatements, will not again
WALKING
that
TO
the
FRANKFORT.
government had ,frequently
Measures of relief will he vigorous: Richard A. McCurdy
OF AN ARMED REVOLT
and which is enter the iing, lie arose late yoster
issued instructions to stop the boy*
Ilenderson, Ky., Dec. 22. —nun- ly taken up 'here and aseistance from said toi have cost abotet
$400.000. day, partook of a heavy breakfast,
London, Dec. 22.—A dispatch to Cott, hut it wits continued despite nell Wilson representative-elect from sympathizers abroad will be wel- .By this aonsfer the country
house and appeared to he little the worse
them.
the Exchange Telegraph company,
Hopkins county, who is walking tp come.
and the surrounding estate was put for the punishment he. received Wedfrom St. Pefershorg, says hat numerFrankfort, Ky., on a banter, or wagentirely in Mrs. Richard A. Mc- nesday night. He is scheduled to
rib, meetings of v,eielirrien at l'ifeescost,
hi eon, Deco 22.—The state er, arrived in this city yesterday. CONFERENCE WILL BE
Curdy'a name.
appear at one of the local fixates's
including the engineers tattd postal
tAdtas a cablegram from He has Covered the counties of Chris
HELD AT MADRID.
next week.
Shan
ai
hiportirrit
telegraph employes, have declared In
that the situation tian, Hopkins, Union and. Webster.
The President and Mrs. RooseO'Brien, the victor, has not vet
favor of an arrneet re-volt. 'All the there is normal; that esoo "%Otos, He is in exec/lent spirits, having
'Washington, Dec. 22 —It is the un- velt gave their first formal dinner to decided Whom to meet next. He him
arioes and volunteers are gualefing come all the way on foot. He
available troops, it is added, hasde- derstaading here that Madrid has the members of the cabinet and their been challenged by Hamberger, Tom
been mobilities', and guns have bee the streets, the Viceroy has returned parted from Henderson county on
praOtiCally been settled upon as the wives and a few invited guests at 8 my Ryan and Marvin Hart. The
placed in position before the law fuel the mixed court probably will foot this morning. He expects to
meeting place of the Moroccan con- o'clock Thnrsday night. The dinner general opinion in pugilistic circles is
*open on Saturday.
courts.
,
arriee in Frankfort New Year', Eve. ference.
was in the state house dining room. that he will first' agree to fight Hart.
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30D WORK BY BODY, WHICH
REPORTED AGAIN--Y-ESTERDAY.

John B. Hobson Indicted for Cutting
Capt. Joe Woods-Not Much
---Aeoomplished Yesterday

This afternoon the grand jury, will
conic to a close with its work and
be dismissed for the term, as the expiration of the time limit occurs tocay inenrich they can mt. This
end -jury has been the most -import
ant that has been in session for
many years, as a glance over its
work shows that not an indictment
has been brought in for a misdemeanor, every bill being for a felony.
It may be that some misdemeenor
charges will be „in their last report,
.ladtich sums's_Ji hodaY •
Yesterday's Bills.
The body made a return yesterday
bringing in about eight indictme.nts.
John B. Htbson was indicted on
the charge of cutting in sudden heat
and passion, While Joe Woods was
indicted on the charge of assault
and battery. One night several
months ago Hobson's wife, who is
the former wife of Woods, went to
the latter's room on South Fourth
street to spend the night with her
little son by her first marriage, he
-living there with his father. Hobson
went around there for her, and be
and Woods got into trouble, with
the result that Hoheon cut Woods
badly in the side, while the former
claims the latter assaulted him.
" Charles Estes was indicted on the
charge of petty larceny, he having
stolen the coat of Ben Terrell.
Wood Jones and Ernest Oznient
were indicted on two differeht counts.
One accused them of obtaining mon
ey by fa:se pretenses, by stealing
groceries from Grocer George Wilkirts, of Jones street, and taking
them to H. B. Collier, to whom
they sold some for $1 op pretending
the goods belonged to them. The
second bill accuses them of stealing
groceries from the Wilkins establish
meat and selling them to J. T.
Sands for sixty-five cents, by claiming they owned the goods.
Will Chambers,. alias Will Childress, was indicted on the charge of
cutting John Griffin.
Will Upetturch was indicted on the
charge of cutting Lige Howard
eortse months ago.

Che Churches • ;P 1 CAPT, GRAHAM'S
Where and What Services Will Be

tHeld.

14.4.4-4 tilt Oni-e-4-ne-nnen-teee-leseleirien-O•e
444efeeennen+444,
The churches of the city have near- who give a cantata, with a moat atly all prepared for themehristmasand tractive ptogramine. No services will
Sabbath services. At most of the be held at this church Monday.
edifices preaching and entertainments
North Twelfth Mission,
will be conducted upon Mondasi,
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Wifilentieatty 'Christmas irrPS-16-11 -12c
the regular Sunday school services
held.
will be conducted at the North
Twelfth street Baptist Mission.
Broadway M.etheidist.
"The Human and, Divine Child"
Little's Chapel.
will be spoken of tomorrow morning
Tomorrow morning and evening
by Rev. T. J. Newell, at the Broadway Methodist church. In evening Rev. T. J. Owen will preach at
ert--eeein ukdoelt---the Senior-lipworth Little's Chapel, %%nine Mondttamornleague will conduct especial exercises ing at t0t3o o'clocle special Clifistmas
in the league rooms. Mfonday night services will be conducted,
the Christmas entertainment will be
Call Minister.
given, the children having prepared
One of the members of the official
a most excellent programme.
board for the First Christian church
stated yesterday that they had dune
Trimble Street Methodist.
Tomorrow morning at the Trimble nothing yet towards calling a
. sor to Rev. W. 1}1. Pinkerton, who
Street-ICret1lisT-Cfititeh'Rev7W.
Armstrong will have a Christmas ser- has resigned, but that something
vice at his church, at which time the would, be done at the next meeting
children of the Sunday school will dl the board, which gathers in regurender a programme and especial lar assemblage at the church the first
musicale arrangements accompany. Wednesday in next month.
Tomorrow night the pastor preaches
on "The Entombed Mjultitude." MonRamsey society will have a cake
day night the Christmas tree for the sale tomorrow, Saturday morning, at
little ones will be held, that being Miller's piano store on Broadway,
the•only Christmas service.
opposite the Fraternity building.
da••••mlime•Waabairiba........

RAMIE

Suffered from Sores on Face and
Back—Doctors Took His Money
But Did No Good — Skin Now
Looks Clear as a Baby's.

ANOTHER CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Captain W. S. Graham, 132! Eoff
St., Wheeling, W.Va., writing June 14,
says: "I am so grateful I want to
thank God that a friend recommended
Onticura Soap and Ointment to me. I
affffered for a long time with sores on
my face and back. Some doctors said
I had blood poison, and others that I
rs' itch. None of them did
toe any good, but they all took my
stoney. My friends tell me my skin
now looks as clear as a baby's, and I
tell them all that Cuticura Soap and
Ointment did it."

To
HonUso

113113

110
•

REICH'S JEWELRY STORE
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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senting the insular and city governManager Vincent picked up,an inWe Write Anything in Insurance
Pres. Roosevelt and Gov. Higgins ments, the supreme court and by the cindescent light. The insulation was
529-531 Fourth Airs.
So Accused By "Boss" Odell.
aides of Atting Governor-General defective arid he received the current.
Oft1cee06 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residence
Ide and Maj-Gen. Corbin.
Mr. He fell and Bourqum went to his
New York, Dec. 21.—Former Gov. Bryan is expected to arrive Decem- assistance. As he touched Mr. VinOdell, chairman of the state repub- ber /s, when he will go to a hotel. cent, Bourquin fell. VYtten assistance
lican committee, made a statement toreached them both were dead. Mr.
.111WOMEll
day in which he said.
Vincent was 3: years old and leaves
Brothers Die in Flames.
"I charge Pres. Roosevelt and Gov. 'Clarksburg, W. Va., Dec. 23.a widow and two children. MT BotrrHiggins with injecting their personal- liam Davis, aged 45, and his brother, quin was 33 year; obdt
ities into the speakership contest. Jefferson, aged 30, sons of Geary
They will he to blame if disaster re- Davis, were 'burned to death Thurs- NEGOTIATIONS ARE
sults. I and my friends have not day in a fire which completely deNOW CONCLUDED.
imade this tight, but now are for stroyed the home of thir father at
Tokio,
Dec.
21 . —Nev)tiations beharmony, and we will, have it if we Johnstown. The men were asleep in
tween the Japanese and Chinese rephave to fight for it."
SEE OUR LINE OF XMAS
the upper part of the house and
Gov. Odell also said: "I charge could not be aroused in time to save resentatives at Pekin were practically concluded Tuesday.
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
Pres. Roosevelt and Gov. Higgins their lives.
Japan .not only secures China's
with a deliberate attempt to wreck
agreement to the terms of the treaty DISPLAY AFTER THE x5TH
the Republican party in this state for
LAVA FLOWING INTO SEA.
Portsmouth, but obtains addition- THE BEST
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their own personal ambition."
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interests in Manchuria through
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far-reaching importance, they are
of
ting out the hand of friendship, he Ventura arriving from Australia
chooses to throw stones at those who brought a report that the eruption of withheld for the present.
It is reported that Marquis Ito
have been his friends."
Mount Matatutii, on the island of
probably will become resident-generSavali in the Samoan group. had inDUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
al in Korea.
COMPLICATIONS MAY
creased to such force that the mounSTAND
BE THE RESULT. tain had been piled up 3,000 feet.
SLIM DOCKET.
The lava has covered thirty square
Of Burning of Tobacco Houses—. mile, and is stream of lava twelve
•
Italian Regie Buyer Complains.
miles wide is flowing into the ocean. Fines Assesied Against Liverymen
Who Blockaded the Streets
The lava is being Ohrown 1,200 feet
Washington. D. C. Dec. Jt.—The high. The natives have deserted the
burning of tobacco houses in Tennes- rt. gion
In the police court yesterday morn
see and Kentucky may become the
ing Liverymen Fletcher
Terrell.
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'ITS HIGH TIME"

Holiday Opening.

ALVEY & LIST,

For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will beat worktfor you at compound interest and grow into a sum that will:surprise you.

Fragrant

MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING

Perfumes

BANK,

Most
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Broadway,
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Johnt Register Building, 523 Broastwity. The capital stock of the Bell Telephone company of Philadelphia isJAMES E. WILHELM, President. tc be raised to $30,000,000. And yet
bnt a few ycars s•ince- the telephone
nOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
was an unknown thing to the w
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
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Make Your Jewelry Selections at

WARREN &WARREN'S
New Store,403 Broadway. Open Evenings.
e
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WAITED ON JAMES

Entered at the postoffice of-Padticah, Ky., as second-class mail matter,
One Year
Six Martha
three Months
One Week

$5.00
2.50 JUDGE REED WILL RENDER
1.25
OPINION TODAY IN THE
.ro
LOVING CASE.

Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter so Hon Hal Corbett Will Not Leave
for Cape Girardeau, Mo., Until
The Register office at once. Tele.
*lone Cumberland 518.
After Ho3days.
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Saturday Morning, Dec. a:a 7903-

Judge Reed did not yesterday in
the circuit court render his opinion
in the motion entered for a new trial
of the killing charge against H. H.
Loving. Hon. Hal S. Corbett and
the balance of the attorneys for the
defense, regriested the judge to wait
until there arrived hone Congressman 011i M. James, who ie also associated in the proceening, and
Judge Reed accommodated them by
postponing his decision until today.
Hon. Mr. James arrived last
night at 6 o'clock and he and the local attorneys were in consultation
until a late hour, discussing business
connected with the case. Tito congressman will appear before the,
court this morning, and then after
what business his presence is connect
ed with is disposed of, the judge will
then give his decision as to whether
the accined shall be given a second
hearing.
--Farnslay Suit.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett yesterday
stated that he would go to Cape
Girardeau. Mo., shortly after Chrint
mas for the purpose of filing in the
United States court the damage suit
4if Captain Frank 4Farnetay against
the city nen-ahal and city of New
Madrid, Mo., for damages on account of the maraira/ locking the
Paducah steamboat captain up in
jail during the yellow fever quarantine last fail.

l

The anti-foreign demonstration at
Shanghai, China, has ceased through
fear of the powers representation in
the way of war ships ia :port. But
the feeling still exists and may
break out again. The trouble is
varienrely stated. It does not seem
to be so much against America as
wia‘s the first impressiow, but to have
started through the existence of
what is called a mixed court which
holds sway and rules somewhat with
an iron rod gitnd also somewhat.ques
tionably. This court, according to
advices trom China via Washington.
is a curious body, made up of a
Chinese magistrate, who nokla sittings every week. On two days of
'each week an American official fmm
tbe coos:date-general sits with him,
in the capacity of assessor; on two
other days a similar German official
sits, and eon the remaining two week
days a British repreyentatioe. This
court has jurisdiction over all licenses and taxes payable by the Chinese in
foreign settlement of
The Frew& have a simiof their own. The Chinese
pal authorities have always
I jealous of this court and there
if e been many clashes in the past
to the efforts of the Chines:
collect these tares themselves.
,court also possesses the power
to purrisn csiprits and frequenny
nausea the cat-e-nine-tans to be laid
on, while the Chinese whip culprits
with bamboos. nor a long time
past the Chinese have been trying to
reduce the authority of the mixed
court, and it is inferred here that the
present erosible has arisen from the
assertion of jurisdiction by the Britover some Chinese merchants.
There would seem to he good cause
*for the demonstrations made by the
'Shanghais of China."

Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and most complete
wi have ever carried, and we assure you that the quality is not
surpassed is Paducah'. Low price is an attraction at our store.
Every ride is guaranteed to be the best on the market. R.emeiii&r the place, one'door from 4th and Broadway.

Mr. ,
Be

Edison Phonographs and Records in stock. Drop in and hear them play and tuy one.

WARREN & WARM - - JUKLURS
KEEN EYE
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and Preserve Your Beauty
ELECT SUCCESSOR To Improve
USEIJIADINE FACE POWDER

DETECTIVES
INSPECT
ALL PADUCAH TRAVELING MEN'S
STORES AFTER SHOPCLUB SELECT SECRETARY
LIFTERS.
TONIGHT.

Roscoe Smith, White, Arrested cn The Club Members Bought ililliard
the Charge of Carrying Con- ,
Table From Taylor 0. Fisher
cealed Wapons.
Bankrupt Estate. IS VI_

!INI

The crowds over on Broadway ye-terday afternoon and morning were
So large that Chief Collins, of the toolice force, feared thie wholesale snoplifting would commence, so he detailed Detectives Moore and Baker to
walk in and out of different mercantile establishments and keep their
eyes upon ecery suspicious character.
These autborities did so, but it seems
that the petty thieve, were on the
alert, as none _were defeated okrina
theit nefarious calling, therefore no
arrests. were effected for this oaae.
The detectives wilt today continue
their vigilance and closely watch all
the houses to see that nothing of this
character is done.
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In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARMLESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compounded and purified b ya newly discovered
nrocess. Produces a beautiful, soft
velvet appearance, which remains until washed off. Ladies who usek Nadine Face Powder in green boxes
are sure the complexion will be fresh
aial lovely at close of the everving.
The quality Is unequaled.
Buy
one so cent package and if you are
not entirely satisfied notify us, and
we will promptly refund your money.
'said by leading druggists, or mail.
Price so cents. White, Flesh, Pink,
Brunett.

This evening at the grill room in
The Palmer, a .meeting will be held
by the Paducah Traveling Men's association, at which time there win be
selected the successor to Mr. Herbert
Hoover, the secretary, who the first
of this week sent in his resignation.
It is compulsory that another be
designated right away as most of the,
officials'are traveling men out on the
Sold in Paducah by all Leading
road evary week, and there is needed
druggists.
soeneoni her in the city always, to
loolo after the business of the con
cern.
The last of next week the deb will
commence installing its furniture and
equipment in their clubrooms on
South Fourth street above the quarter, used by the Commercial club, and
PASSENGER
Concealed Weapon's.
TRAIN
f • the Ristail Mierchamns associations on
FROM
Roscoe Smith, was arrestna
asp, first floor. The mechanics have
LOUISVILLE
DELAYED
evening by Lieutenant Thosupsr,,JT about finished the work of comertinn
TWO HOURS.
Potter, of the police force, and City the several second floor offices into
Jailer Thomas nvitts, on the charge one big clubroom, and just as :eon
Dr. F. E. Fort Selected Chief Surgeon of carrying concealed weapons. He as they put the finishing toio.:ies .,nto
You are Invited to see our
was taken from the Hart hostse, gn same, the outfit will be iniovej in, the
For the Nashville, Tenn.,
'North
between
lefferson
and,
Fourth
ince
selected
to
pick
same,
hayDiatrict.
Monroe streets.
n gradually doing this for the
It week or two.
Pretty Dull.
Yesterday morning the club bought
THE NEW STORE
327 BROADWAY
Yesterday afternoon the passenger
The police authorities are finding it one of the pool and billiard tables a_
train due in From Louisville over the pretty dull at present, considering
4111M
from the Taylor 0. Fisher cigar and
Illinois Central railroad at
o'clock, that it is the holiday -season, but to- poolroom establishment on Broad- FORMER GOVERNOR LN HOME
INQUEST HELD.
did not get here ma 6 o'clock, two day being Saturday. and
aiso the fast way The proprietor of that hostile
hours thereafter, on account of delays week day
befare Christmas, they ex- has filed a petition in bankruptcy and W. H. Taylor of Wisconsin Goes There Has Not Yet Been Caught
suffered because a switch engine pect things to pick up considerable
to Old People.1 Resort.
‘Refcroe Bagbby ordered the trustee
Kid Holloway, the Murderer.
jnmpeirc the tracks at Fox River, In fact it has been unusuaI4 dull ler
1
to eel) the balance of the stoclo on
which- is near St. Charley up on that several weeks past, but the autbori
4Vis., Dee. J.—I n lonely
hand.' and the traveling men needing
division. A switchman had thrown ties do not know how long this will
Yesterday morning Cicr011tf Chas.
a billard table for their quarvers, old. age William 1: Taylor, governor
the wrong switch, and this let the
ON to 18ns, to- Crow held the inquest over 0-- rt
keep up.
bought one of the bankrupt estate. (siWisconin
".InIkit
engine leave the track. It was right
day went to liv# at the Old People's
mains of George Travis, the negro
on the main line and the passenger
home estahlis!!ed .4 J017;1 A. JohnBack From Lexington.
killed
the night before at his /benne
train could not get by for two hours.
son
near this city
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
during which time 'the derailed engine there
on
Tcrrell
street.
The inquest
alf.
Taylor's
administration
was
a
Lieot
Lenington
returned from
Among the late witnesses before was again righted upon
.the rails.
stormy one during the grange move- found death came by a bullet from
Thomas Potter, of the police force.
the insurance investigoting commit- —
ment, when laws for ranway regula- the gun of Kid !folkway, who is
Detective T. J. Moore and Police
New Surgeon.
tee in session in New York City
tion much like those enacted during
Commissioner Mlann Clark, who sevDispatches yesterday from Nash- eral nights ago went to that city PROFESSOR GILBERT ARRAN° governor La Follette's athninistration charged with murder.
were the state insurance commissionville, Tenn., announced that ,Chief and carried with them- the three little
Holloaay has not yet been caught
ING MANY FEATURES OF,
were places' on the statute hooka, but
er and his assistant. The ge-ntlernea Surgeon
John E. Owens, of the Illi- white and colored bays who were
INTEREST.
were revealed by the next kgis!ature. while the remains of Travis will he
proved to be poorest of witnesses nois Central railroad, had been there,
In a notable fight before the su- buried today. rrity are sti'l at his
sentenced, to the reform school for
and torm their testimony have made and announced that Dr. F. E. Fort different crimes they had ciammitted. Manager Themes W lioberts Has preme court Governor Taylor estab- home,
lished the right of the state to reguBooked a Number of Attracthe state poorest of officials. They ss"r)tlid be chief surgeon for the The lads were Charles Meadows.
It developed yesterday that the
Nashville division of the I. C. and 011k }leeches and Percy Williams.
late corporations. ,Since leaving the
tions
each confessed to complete ignor- also that division
negro
Holloway intended killing was
;' the Southern
governorship he has lived quietly on ilenry Dawrence,
colored, elevator
ance of the mismanagement of the railway, in addition to the Nashville
arrang
Madison.
Gilbert
is
a
miles
from
farm ten
'Professor Harry
Cimpbell Captured.
sy at the Palmer.
terminals.
insurance companies doing business
Chief James Collins. yesterday re- 'rig some very entertaining featiires
tir. Fort was connecte.: with the
in the state and testified that all the
ceived a telegram from Indianapolis, for the eoncert to to given rises DIED WHILE DYING HER HAIR
A pair of our $5.00 all wool
Paducah I. C. hospital for steverai
Ind., stating that Prentice Campbell, Monnay afternoon ly his orchestra
reports which came to them were ac- years,- brit five yeari
Blankets in blue, red and pink
•
ago went to alias George Smith, colored, had at The Kentucky.
Women's Face, Neck and Hands Befor Christmas.
cepted as correct without any invest Louisville, where he has since been,
lieved to Have Been Dyed.
Mrs. I3avid M. Flolunoy will sing
been arrested there on the charge of
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ioation whatever. They seem to but now goes to Nashville. He has cutting Merles TT. Darner, leetlte, Sir- Arthur Sullivan's lyric -mastermany
friends
here
glad,
to
learn of of this city, July 3oth, out in Row- piece "The Lost Chord," and' will be
Intlianapolin Dec. 22 — s. Lowell
:have filled their offices like wooden !
BRA* NEW GIRL.
the merited promotion.
mart or with fuller knowledge of con
landtown, where both resided,. De- accompanied by the full orchestra. Brown, a young married woman, died
under
tective Moore yesterday sent to the Mr. Bert King, the cornet virtuoso, at the city hospital yesterday
Kr and Mrs. Louis Henneberger
ditions than they admit. If the inEgan Left.
cireuntaltances. Weinesclay
--goVtrTIOr at rtanfort for requattton will play one of his inimitable solos, peculiar
Have Heir at Chicago Home.
vestigating committee's report is as
Superintedent
Egan
yesterday
Drowndid
not
appenr.the
papers., and will go after Campbell with some novel features attached when Mrs.
full as it should be it will venom- morning ieft• for Louisville, after as soon as the papers ;alive. Barber to the accompanying instrunrnts. (toot to her room was forced open
Many friends here will be pleased
spending the day before -here. He
The instrumentation of the orches: and She was found lying upon the
mend the dismissal of these two of- said
to learn tbat Mr. and Mrs. Louis
there was a great rush out over was foreman of the city's street clean
face,
neck
and
Boot
unconscious.
Here
amid the creatipg of some laws the system, while the N. •C. and St. iner department, and last July,he and tra now coneista of four first violins, hands were as black as coal. It is liennebertrer are the parents of a
violins, one viola, one
ich will make thn insurance com- L. authorities report a heavy holiday Campbell fell out about some chick two second
fine gill baby that arrived at their
violincello,
one
bass viol, two flutes, believed she was dying her hair when
lens.
Campbell
cut
Barber,
who
demissioner's office worthy of its trade also. They are each sending spite the wound!, chased him sevetal two claironets, two cornets., two stricken and in some manner dyed home in Chicago, where they recentout extra freight trains to accommoher face, hands and nee*. She died ly moved and located.
name and service from men of some
blocks with a brick. Campbell got- nrencb bows, one trombone, drums
date the demand.
Mr. Henneberger, is the hardware
regaining consciousness and
without
fitness. The investigation it is clear
away and has since been eluding the, and traps.
man formerly of 'here, and writs
secured.
explanation
be
coit!cl
no
The performance commences at 3
officers.
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Bad I. C. Wreck.
that both mother and child are doing
o'clock Monday afternoon, and seats
nicely.
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Dispatches yesterday from Mena
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can be reserved this morning after 9
phis, Tenn., stated as follows regardthe country at lame.
Mr. nee Bolton, of rota Boyd o'clock.
Ramsey atnciety will 'hove_ a cake
ing a wreck on the lilinois Central:
Ladies of Eastern Star Have ComCompanies Booked.
street,
yesterday morning reported to
sale
tomorrow, Saturday morning, at
The expected has happened. Gov. / One passerrger was killed and six
pleted Their Arrangements.
Manager Thomas W. Roberts, of
the pdlice that someone entered his
MiNer's piono store on Broadway,
sae-ea
Ihnk, of Missouri, on being advised were injured in a wreck on the stable the night before and stole his The Kentucky, yesterday booked
limbs Central rafroodl, six miles set
The ladies of the Eastern Star opposite the Fraternity building. •
of the 'clubs" going a liquor busi- north
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GREAT RUSH

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207.213_

FOILTHE HOLIDAY&

This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
THE RED MEN SUSMAIN LOSS THE EXPRESS COMPANIES ENleaves
for the Tennessee river the
JOYING MAMOTH TRADE
OF ABOUT $1,000 FROM
steamer Kentucky. She comes back
THE FIRE.
THIS
YEAR.
ss
again next Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
IND
this morning at 8 o'clock and conies
Mr Jones Don't Think Lass ,Will Both Offices Will Deliver and Re- back tonight at tt o'oloclo.
ceive Matter Tomorrow For AcOD
Be Total, as Much Stock Can
The John S. Hopkins today comes
commodation of Public.
Be Saved.
in from Evansville and leaving immediately does not return again until next Tuesday.
'Manager Decker, of the Southern
Yesterday there went to Evansville
Lawyer David Cross, stchesa for
the Red Men's lodge, yesterday. slat- Express company, and Manager Lag- the steamer Joe Fowler. She comes
ed that in the morning he went into email, of the American Express com- back tomorrow, to lay until Monday
their hail upon the thieft..alltelver pany, stated yesterday that they were morning at to o'clock before getting
the John L. Jones estabTisb11, on enjoying the rush of their life, as the away on her return.
The Peters Lee got away from
North Fourth street, and found that business this holiday seems to
double
yesterday and gets here tothat
Memphis
of
the
past
Christmas'
sleatzratfrescoiag
and
all their fine
ing had been about ruined by the from an expressage standpoint. The morrow on her way back up the Ohio
fire which occurred at 2 o'clock. On forces of each office have been worlo- river for Cincinnati.
The Rees Lee gets here tomorrow
the walls and ceiling of the lodgc ing day and night shipping the outgoing
on
matter,
her way down to Memphis It''in
and
caring
that
for
charpainted
all
room the orderNtract
coining itt to Paducahans:
-Cincinnati.
acter of fine pictures and representThe Buttorff leaves Nashville toThe rush is so great with each
ations by eminent artists of scenes
characteristic of Red Men. It cost office that both will keep open all day morrow, and lays until Monday,bethem nearly $1,5oo to have this tchhorrow, in order to deliver the fore leaving on her return that way.
The steamboat John W. Thomas
work done. There was also badly mammoth amount of incoming exblown against the dock at Tel:
was
pressage
and
also
receive
that
intendwater
the
and
damaged by smoke
s
Ind., by a high wind and sank.
City,
ed
for
consignment
to
distant cities.
tine paraphernalia of the secret oris three feet over her upwater
The
This
is
absolutely
necessary
on
actheir
of
portion
this
valued
der which
•
deck.
per
No one was injured'. The
count
of
the
Sabbath
being
the day
outfit at about $i,000. They carried
plies
the Cannelton-Evansboat
in
before
Xmas
and
thit
largestihmoont
insurance,
and
tire
$1 000 worth of
trade.
ville
of
is
stuff
expected
in
on
that
day.
it is believed that this will cover
Both conspanies have found that.
AMIE
their entire lots.,
• Stages Yesterday.
Mr. Jones yesterday after going their, regular clerical force and deCairo-21.o, standing.
over his stock, which could not be livery wagons are inadequate to
Chattanooga-7.5, rising.
properly viewed until daylight, es- handle the business thus ear:y, therefore they have put on many addiCincinnati-ao.3, rising.
timated that there was considerable
tional men in the office, and hired
-Flotence-Missing.
which could be saved, as it Ives soak•
outside wagons to assist in getting
Johnsonvilie--to.o, falling.
or
smote,
only,
no
and
water
ee: with
dig expressage out to .he local people: Louisville-8.2, rising.
Offers the' following Christmas Sugere seemed to have reached same.
for whom it is intencaii.
Mt. Carmel-Mlissing.
At first he thought it would be a
THE MOST VARIED ASSORTAll of Mondays both offices will be
Nashville-19.8, rising.
gestions:
total loss, but now it will not
open
also,
to
deliver
goods
and
Pittsburg
rising.
-al
rethat.
.amount to
MENT IN TOWN.
FOR THE LADIES.
Diavia Island Darn-9.3, rising.
As at first sai4 the loss to ter cespts for that going out.
4 building will be about $1,0006 which
St. 1_ouis-6.2, standing.
Sootary Diamond Rings
'Roth managers express the Ziell
$5 oo to $200.03
Diamond Brooches
Mt. Vernon-Missing.
'.00 to 'Too
ti
i. ful:y covered with insurance. The that the public is shipping its pr
Paducaly-16.7, rising.
Diamond Cluster Ring
7.50 tO
75.00
policies held on the house are as fol earlier this year than usual, and this
Burnside--t5.3. rising.
Gold Brooches
3.00 tO
lows: The Sun company, represented is a great assistance to their office
15.00
DRUG STORES.
Carthage---14.6, rising.
5.00 to 100.00
by Eli Boone, $t,soo; the Home com- force, as it does away in a measure
Set Rings
z oo to 50.00
pany, reprefiented by Abram Wed to the great rush which results if
& Jackson Sta. pbooe as
t 00 to
agency, $1.000; the Providence of everyone waits until the last day to
Death of Charles Curd.
to.00
* Clay &a.. plume 38.
B
W
Nrecat
ackch
ele
:
eCtsi ::n's '
Charles Curd, the fourteen-year-rsid
Washington, represented by Joseph forward their articles. The biggest
I
so
to
15
oo
ASK TO SEE ¶Hk LARGE
Lockets
z oo to
Hughes, $1.000; the Germania, $11,- rush with the incoming expressage is non of John H. Curd, died at 1:45 DOLLS
25
oo
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
Collar Pins
500; the Hanover, represented by R. expected today tomorrow and Mein- o'clock Tuesday morning at the fam500
•50 to
day. Meases:'pecker and Lagerwahl ily residence, 330 Eighth street, after XMAS DAY.
Hat Pins
.25 to
Edward Ashbrook, $1,5oo.
5 00
say they will are every wagon in the a week's illness of typhoid fever. The r--Crosses
so to
\•
5 oo
city possible, it necessary to deliver &cease was complicated by qervous
Silver Toilet Sets
5 oo to , 25.0w)
A nice pair of our Ladies, or
every thing before Christmas after- trouble, with which he had suffered
Back Combs .. ... ... ..
Men's Slippers would be a nice
.74. to
5 oo
****
noon.
Brushes, all kinds
for several years. Mir. John H. Curd,
Xmas present.
so to
8 oo
Toilet Sets
per
the father, is a we:IA:mown new
t oo to
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
to oo
ous
Cut
formerly
connected
man.
Glass Bowls
with
3 oo to
15 00
A complete assortment of golf
publications in Western K
ky.
Cut Glass Tumblers, per set of six
or cashmer silk-lined or merFOR SATURDAY, DEC. 23
Louisville
from
cah
Italian
moved
He
to
Terra Cotta Vases
1 :: :: I:.::
cerized gloves.
Hand-painted China Plates .. ....
a few mintiest ego to estahliA a' job
1 00 to
5 00
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
P
Iaounds
suGgarr
s 00
printing office.-1.ouisville CourierFOR
THE
MEN
Yourtlit.
ted
for')
Diamond Rings
'Charley Curd: was well known in
$25 oo to $125 00
WILLIAM H. PARHAM
MR
Signet Rings
Paducah haging lived here 'Inc many
3.0° to
TO 00
To every purchaser of $1 oo
'DOES TO ANDERSON, IND.,
Initial Rings
years and, attended the public school6
5.00 to
15 00
worth
Coffee.
of
TODAY.
Watch Fobs
until his health would not permit
1.50 tO
10 00
His Was a femil;ar figure in the busiChains
.••
12 00
Mixed Candy,
1 75 to
ness portiooi of the city, as he sold
Shirt Studs
SO tO
10 00
per pound
G
MRS
W
LONG PASSED papers for several years and was adStick
Pins
Hs and Cclonel Kilgore Are ExperiSO tO
20 0.3
Lemons,
AWAY OF BLOOD POISONmired for his hustling business quailEmblem Chains
menting With Invention Con1 50 tO
10 00
per dozen
ING.
ries. The father and mother left
Shaving Cup and Set
ceived by Former.
1.5o. to
Thistle
Pets,
7 50
friend's
have the sympathy of ail
Cigar Jars
1.75 to
6 oo
2 cans for
here.
Military Brushes
.75 to
TO 00 It
One-half pound Huyler's
Niece of Lawyer James Died at EdShaving Mirrors
2 SO tO
10
00
Chocolate
Today at noon Mr. William II.
•
1.5t
dyville--Brother of Mr. Allen
Cloth Brushes
New line of hassocks just in,
1.00 tO
Three
boxes
Stuffed
7
Parham leaves for Anderson, In..
50 •••
Died of Injuries
Whisk Brooms
covered
carpet,
fine
elegantly
in
1.50 to
Dates
is-here he will be several weeks at
5 00
25c
Fountain Pens
would make a pretty gift, 35c Two pounds
•
•
1.00 to
10 00
least, and he may be there for some
Paper Cutters
50c, 75c.
.50 to
2.00 :1.
Figs
months, on businss connected with
Hat Brushes
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Yesterday Mr. Roy McKinne)-,
1.00 to
3 00
Three pounds Fancy Mixed
a fine patent he has invented, the paUmbrellas
the
commission
merchant,
received
450 to
10.00
Nuts
pers having already been received
50e
Match
Boxes
word that in the morning there died
At a meeting of the directors of Three bottles of Heinz
500
75 to
from the Washington, D. C., author
Stamp Boxes
at Richmond, Va., his aunt, Mrs. the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
1.00
Catsup
5
0 to
ities. He *'associated with C151. J.
25e
W. G. Long, after a short illness railway in New York resolutions, Three pounds
L. Kilgore, of this city and AnderFOR THE LITTLE ONES.
best
Rice
1.'
son, in the invention, which is a pat with blood poisoning. The remains were adopted rescinding the con011i3
Silver Mugs
4./V
.75 to
6 oo
cut upon a new character of elastic will be brought to Elkton, Ky., and tracts for the, lease of the Pere Mar- Three sacks
Brush and Comb Sets
buried
next
quette
'Chicago,
Monday.
and
1.50 to
Indianapolis
&
3.00
Salt
wheel for use upon automobiles, and
Sterling Spoons
100
The deoeased was forty-five years Louisville railroads on the ground Best Mince
1.50 tO
2.00
which patent they have great hopes
Meat,
.Dress
Pin Sets
of age and for a long while (resided that such contracts are in cpntraven
2.50
.50 to
per package
for.
Neck Chains
100
in East Tennessee, but a few years' tion Of she laws of the state of Obio
1.00
to
500
At present automobiles have ison
Lockets
ago went to Cadiz, Ky., and then
5o to
1500
wheels, with there circling the edge
s_
Bracelets
with her family went to Richmond.
r oo to
5.00
a rubber tine which is hollow in the
Knife, Spoon and Fork Sets ..
where the residence has since been
1 50 tO
5.00
center, and which hollow space Is inmaintained. Besides her husband, a
flated with air pumpedsinto he rub"If you Buy it at Wanner's Its
well known business man, she leaves
Good."
ber. life. Parham has isivented
TELEPHONE
Ss&
a two weeks' old child.
tire which is solid, but as elastic as
-•the inflated character. It is of a, Mr. and Mrs. McKinney leave today for Cadiz, where they will be
rubber composition but experts test333 B'dway Old Phone 1179
ing same pronounce it much better, joined by the fonner's father. The
party
then
goes
to
Elkton
to
be
more durable and of better service
present at the funeral ceremonies.
than the hollow tine.
HUGH WATT FOUND
PHONE 772A
426 BROADWAY.Col. Kilgore is interested in numGUILTY OF MURDER
1311111
Itimiknike.••••••'-----.7
erous industries in that city, and he
Child Died.
and Mr. Partham are experimenting
May, the 8-year-old nieoe of LawPopular Concert by
with the witent, preparatory to plac- yer E. H. James, of Eddyville, died
London, Dec. 21 .-The trial of
ing it upon the market. It is to yesterday rnorninsr at that place after
Huh Watt, the former member of
liniah son* of their tests that Mr. art illness with diphtheria, at the
parliament, charged with inciting
Parilam. goes up there and his stay home of her uncle, who was raising
hired agents to murder his divorced
in Anderson is indefinitelon account her. Mr. Jams is well known here.
wife, Julia Watt, and Sir Reginald
of they not knowing the result of
Mr. Harry Gilbert, Director. Beauchamp, ended today with a ver- TOYS ARE ALL SOLD OUT. DOLLS ARE NEARLY GONE.
the experiments.
Injuries Prove Fatal.
dict of guilty. Watt was sentenced
ALBUMS AND LAMPS GOING FAST.
Soloists:
SOME CUT GLASS
to five years penal servitude.
The nomination of J. B. Bishop, 'Manager J. B. Allen, of the PosSTILL
WITH
US.
Mrs. James Weille,
late press agent of the Isthmian ca- tal Telegraph office here, yesterday
10,1 commission, tb be a member of wired from. Risseellvilla, Ky., that
THINK UNCLE SAM
Mrs. D. M. Flournoy,
BOOK BARGAINS BIGGER THAN'EVER
the commission was sent to the sen- there had died at 2 o'clock in the
WANTS
THE
ISLAND.
Miss Anne Bradshaw.
WHAT MADE THESE GOODS GO SO FAST? IT WAS THE
ate by the president.
morning, at that place, his brother,
Sari Francisco, I3ec. 2!.-Th•
Trainmasten J. Robert Allen, of the
PRICES DID IT?
HURRY! HURRY! TO
isteamet Maiiposa, wheels arrived PRICE, FRIENDS.
Not only the largest line of
Louisville & Nasbville railroad. Mr.
from Tahiti yesterday brnught floe GET YOUR CHOICE AT BARG AINS STILL
PUTRaa to .select from, - lien fell ilrortt a train the evenink
HERE.
news• that a rumor was current
but better values for the money
before and got caught under the
through Tahiti that the United States
than you can find anywhere.
wheels, as told in yestorday's Reggovernment has offered Franc $,RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ister.
Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. M. iooc.coo for the island.
WHO WILL GET THE BIG DOLL?
GET YOUR TICKETS
AND WATCO THE PAPERS
-........11411.11B•AIL ion-t..4.-

rui..lop reit Slippers, all co!ors,
- $1.00
Congress Felt Slippers, - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors,
- 41.00
Warm Lined Shoes, - - $1.00
'
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gets' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.
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L. Wanner, Jewelers

A CLEAN UP BEFORE CHRISTMAS

3 P. M.

it

Prices 35c and 50c.

HARBOUR'S BOOK pEPARTM'T.

laditIA.1.,• 3- a•..
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CURIOUS PROFESSION.
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OLD-T1ME MEMODS!
I
'moat

of Hen Under Direction at
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.

' "When I was a young feller I
gerfrally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
The question of employing "cia- farm, assistas .. "Now, I take notus,
o quers" in New York theaters has been when there's any patchin' to be done it's
agitated, but it is safe to say that the, on the seat oi a man's britches an'the
American sense of humor will never rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
ipermit this. The claque in European on his head. it's all labor-savin' invenlefties consists of P smell body of men, tions--contrasshuns to save a feller
lunder the orders of a chief, who un- trouble. S'poEs it's all right, but it ain't
dertake to applaud actors and actress- the way I Wa3 raised. Look at you,
es at certain times. The only one of now."
the hand who is remunerated is the
"What's the trouble with me, Uncle
'chief. The men under him get the Dave?" asked the assistant.
lprivilege of seeing the play without
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
,paying for their seats. The "chefs say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
de claque" of the ;great subsidized when you can.° to my son's huntin' a
otheater of Paris alogicials
l
paid by job what did y on do? You got out that
the management to o certain work. there diplomy you got from the state
'Their salaries varil from 300 to 500 agricultural college an' commenced
francs a month, and tor that sum they gastrin' about centrifugal separators an'
are expected to takii with them into electric stimplation of plant life an' nuthe theater at each plerformance a cer- tritive ratios an' permanganate o' potash
Itain number of meta.' with big, strong an' such like. An' John, Said o' sizin'
lands and intelligent enough to clap you up to see whether you was stout
!when they are given the signal by enough to do a E-,)od man's work an'findin' out wheth.: you knew enough to
'their leader.
The claquer's work does not demand feed a cow 'tin .ounderin' it an' keep
tntellect of a high order. The chief is sober when you went after the mill, asks
supposed to have taken noted at the you if you can run a gasoline engine an'
cehearsals, to have consulted with the what experience you've had with soil
manager, to have talked with the au- analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
thor, and to have a very accurate idea There ain't no farm hands any more.
of :he good points of the play. The There's engineers an' biologists an'
inen under him are scattered all about chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
the house ready to give a quick re- no farmers."
"It's different, that's all." said the assponse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re- sistant. "We get the crops just the
spectable. They aressmall shopkeete same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int I'm makinS" said
ers, students of the drama and pupils
of the Conservatoire. with insufficienz the old man. "You dolt easier. You set
mohey to spend upon theater soing on a self-harvester-binder-thresher,At the opera they number 30. The: sacker an' go through a field o' grain
't h out doin' a lick more'n pushin' a butassemble every evening at ht' -past
seven in a cafe at he corner of the t. s or puffin' a lever, an' then you
t ink you're smart because you done it
'Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around t.usy. Look at you. I c'd wrestle you,
collar 'n elbow, or any bolts you like
their leader and answer to their names
an' wipe the ground with you, as old as I
like small schoolboys. As each anam. I could lick you with one hand tied
rehe
name
swers -present" to hie;
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loads
ceives a metal ticket upon which is the
of hay afore you could one—but you'd
number of his seat.
rig up a derrick an' a portable automatic hay fork an' save time an' do It
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS. easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there 111? You git out an' saw wood inErie Is the Water Most Dreaded of stead o'
gettin' a steam engine to do it,
the Whole Great Chain
an' your back'll be the better for it
of Lakes.
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
The lake sailors think taey have you'll raise some
muscle on your arei
nearly ail the dangers and hardships Pitch your own
hay an' git a chest on
of the Atlantic seamen (except their you; holler acrost a
ten-acredield an'impoor pay) and other perils of their own prove your lungs, instid
o' settin' down
besides, says Outing. They have no to a telephone."
tides—except every seven years, some
"You aren't against the use of masay—but they have currents to consid- eatnery.
are you. Uncle Dave?" asked
er, current,. that run in all torte ot the assistant.
different directions at uascheduled
"No, I ain't agin machinery. That's
intervals. They have no banks ot all right
up to a certain p'int, but the
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; for pint
is that you're runnin' It Into the
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac— ground.
Look at the advertisements in
full of reefs, islands and other vessels. the papers.
All of 'em to save trouble
Worse than that, they have forest fires Why waste
time stroppin' a razor? Why
which Rend thick clouds of smoke for trouble
to cook? Use the self-actin'this
many
lee across the water, stinging an' the
already-prepared that' an' the
the
and blinding them.
autermatic t'other. Don't fool away
Erie, the smallest but one ot thee
chawin' your vittles; eat the preIr"t
)up, Is considered the worst of digested
e
health food that will save your
. Lake Sueprior is deep, over 1,000 stummick
trouble. Don't use the legs
t in some places, reaching 600 feet that you've
been welkin' with; ride, an'
ye the sea level and 400 feet below. save the
wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
Lake Erie in its deepest spots is at home
an' press a button or write a
Puy about 200 anrd
4Cgrost parts much postcard
an' have what you want
Shallower. Acco
y one of those brought
to you. We kin furnish you anysadden and furious; storms kicks up a thin'
you've a mind to mention quicker
tremendous row, so that between the an'
cheaper an' easier than you kin do
very choppy sea and the constant dan- It
yourself by the old-fashioned methger of running aground the lake cap- ods..
Ain't that it? You bet it is.
tains dislike Lake Erie in a blow more
"I tell you if this ides of havin' everythan any other, for, as with sailors
thin' done easy an' without trouble
the world over, it is not the water goes
on there won't be no use of hirin',
(which is their element), but land an'
we'll all git to be the orneriest, tn-.
which they fear.
flin'est, shiftlessest set o' people on the
face of the airth.. That's my judgmentWHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH !may be mistaken an'it may be all right
to take life easy, but that ain't my noDifferentt Stories That Were Told by tion of it. I don't
feel natural with a
the Dry Goods Merchant and
• lot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivaUn'
an' reapin' an mark eti n' an' snortin'
His Clerk.
an' puffin' an' explodin' all over the
An old woman once asked in a dry place. Life wasn't meant to be too
easy
goods store to be shown some silk. A There ain't no satisfaction
to me to do
young clerk showed her some, saying. anythin' if it's too blame
easy. I like
"We can do this for you at $1.60 a to go up against a hard proposition
an'
yard." The woman asked for some beat It out. I don't want a machine
depthing better, but the clerk replied that utized to do my fightin' for me
an' set
they had nothing better. Whereupon back in an easy chair an' watch
it done.
the proprietor came forward and said: I'll use my head with the next man,
but
"You must excuse my assistant, ma- I waat to use my hands, too, an' the
rest
dam: he is new to the business. Here, o' my body. By
they'se even got
madam, is a superior article, $2.60 b. contraptions for middle fishin'easy.
yard. If it were not for the fact that
"I don't want to sit on a traction enbought it some time ago we should gine to do my plowin'. I want to
have
have to charge you $375 for, as you my two fiats aholt of the plow handles
are doubtless aware, owing to the re- an' feel as if I was a-rippin' the sod
up
cent epidemic among the silkworms, myself. I want to straddle the
clods
ths price of silk has increased enoo an' cuss at the horses an' dodge
the
rnously of late." The customer took Stumps and in other ways work my body
the silk. A few days later the same as well as my head. I want to push the
old woman came in and asked for saw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
sacks o' taters an' hoist 'em into the
some tape. The clerk said, gliblly:
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell"Here are sonic that WP can let yon
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it beaded thinkin' machine—or I used to
wasn't for the fact that we have had
"It's lust a case of 'used to be' all
it in stock some time we ebould have
to chargtr-25 cents, for, as you are around," said the assistant.
--Chicago
doehtleEs aware, owing to the recent Daily News.
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
London to Rime Wires.
price of tape has gone up enormously."
Tete-a-tete between London and
It was then she hit him with her um.
Rome, 1,100 miles apart, is the
brella.
latest
telenhone revelation. Prof. Majorarna
has
invented the microphone for use
Railway Cars in India.
Hot times in 'edits have led to • With the telephone, whereby experts
unique car aonstruction. In, passen- Of London and Rome have already
conversation.
ger cars have double roofs, the one held disjointed
To
from two and a half to eight inches establish telephonic communication beabove the other. The upper roof is tween the two cities is said to be
continued' from the sides about 23 perfectly simple, provided the connectbiches, forming an aw-ing over the ing wires are thick enough. It is
upper part of the windows. Another merely a question of money. In telepeculiarity of the first and second-class phoning long distances sections of wire
cars is the servarts' compartment at are need, which are effective for intereach end, as almost every passenger mediate points, but perhaps not substantial enough for the entire distakes at least one servant with him.
tance. Falling the necessary substitution of thicker wires the alternaNo Courthouses There,
"This seems like a pretty healthy tive is the use of the microphone,
country," said the tourist. "What dis- which makes it possible to hear words
ease do most people die of out here?" tranemittcd over the thinner wires.
"Well," replied the western native, The longest distance for effective tele"you might rall it kleptomania, but phoning from London is at prettiest
we got a different name fa,r it."—Stray to Marseilles, 800 miles disSant.
Stortee.

r

IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Bveryday Incident
Which Had Romantic Furnishings.

The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
Arthur's Homecoming.
though that word is perhaps more corKing Arthur had just come in from
rectly applied to articles nearer the
night with the boys.
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, s
"What time is it?" asked the queen.
letter and several small parcels do
"Gadzooks!" answered the king.
impede one's progress, especially if
"The dial stopped when the sun went
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
down."
one's long, much berufiled skirts, re.
And he congratulated himself that
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
he lived in the olden time.—N. Y.Sun.
Her parasol—the first of the sewn,
too—she placed beside her. She must
An Exception,
have been thinking deep thoughts, for
"The skies have a good deal to do
It was with a start that she signaleS with a man's moods."
the conductor to stop the car—a start
"I hadn't noticed it."
that showed she had almost forgotten
"Doesn't•gloomy sky tend to make
her destination.
/011 feel gloomy"
She alighted hurriedly.
The eat
"Yes. but a blue sky doesn't make
started. Then a little flutter of the ce feel blue."—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
burdened hands, a gasp that was almost audible, and an agonised con
°aught a TartarEs thought he wouid be shrewd
traction of the pretty' brows told the
And wed for money;
man who had sat beside her that she
Well, now he Is beshrewed—
had forgotten something besides the
Is that sot funny?
destination.
—Philadelphia Press.
He was a man who thought quickly
TWENTIETH CENTURY STYLE.
In an instant he had seen, seized, ant
held aloft her parasol. She noddet
vigorously, mdtioning him to throw i
to her. It was all done quickly. bu
the car, pitiless as time, was movint
steadily, relentlessly *pay from her
The space between it an,. her was con
stanity increasing.
The man hesitated. It was such s
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chit.
Con.
She was Sollowing the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her far
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the corner, carefully platted the turfy, forsot.
ten thing on toe sidewalk, then rat'
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
re`eognition. He waved his in—renunciation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
Percy—She was deaf to my suit.
some young nesro stooped tu. pick it
Reggie—So loud she couldn't hear you
up and courteously banded it to he: talk, probably.—Chicago Journal.
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
It Made Him Laugh.
But he was nen a fairy prince—they -With all my wor:dly goodalthoe endow!"
The lorditnes words were plain, his air
are always blond asd blue-eyed, with
was proud:
golden hair. Ar I the man who should The bride's rich father sue:led
up and.
have received the tribute of her smiles
somehow,
Could not refrain frcm laughing right out
was leaving her far behind.
loud.
1-or this. you see, is a true wory
—Chicago Recorik-Jierald
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after.
Perhaps he was
Wrong End Up.
married already and his dinner was
Pa Twaddler—Why are you spanking
waiting for him. At any rate, he
saved Tommy?
his carfare.
Ma Twaddles—He needs a lesson and
I'm impressing it on his mind.
CO,NTRACT WITH A SULTAN
Pa Twaddles—Well, you've got a
blamed queer Idea of where the lad's
now an American Woman Put mind is
snuated.—Cleveland Leader.
Through a Five-Million-Dollar Deal.
Still Has Them.
"I understand Mrs. Vick-Senn and
The etery of an interview that once her husband had some high words yestook place between Mrs. Reader and terday."
the sultan of Johore. India, is thus re"It's true so far as it relates to her.
lated by Juliet Wilber Tompkins in He may have had a few words also, but
Everybody's:
he,didn't get a chance to use them.—
"She named her conditions; the Chicago Tribune.
right to issue $5.e00,000 worth of six
ret cent. bonds; 120.000 acres of land
Advantage.
extending along the 120 miles' ot
Bison—There's one advantage in be.
track; tin mines—but here royalty de- Mg • poor man.
murred a little; he thought he would
Nixon—Put me next.
beep all the tin mines. For the first
Hixon—A poor man derives a lot of
time the young contractor slipped into self-glorification from telling how charfeminine processes of reasoning and itable he would be if he were rich.—
set aside for a moment the urgent Chicago News.
business-full enthusiasm of the pro
Ways and Means.
moter for the display of the human
Grayesp—I wouldn't marry him if I
girl who sees her pet project in danwere you.
ger of failure.
Gladys—Why not?
"'But yon are so rich, you know
Grayce—He has such ugly ways.
you don't need all those mines,' she
Gladys—True. But be also has mach
argued, 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines. handsome means.—Chicago Sun.
From an oriental point of view the
The Next Altep.
experience was perhaps cheap at the
Billington—i suppose that old Gotprice. He conceded the $5,000,000
worth of bonds, the 120,000 acres of roe' troubles are at az end, now that he
land. At the end of their three hours' has got his daughter off his hands
Willington—Not at all. He will soon
talk Ella Rawls had in her possession
find that he will have to put her husa $5,000,000 contract to build a railband on his feet.—Town Topics.
road across the state of Johore, and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
Balanced.
means to wealth and civilization, the
"But," they asked, "won't the rain
need of which could no longer be igsave your crops?"
nored. She had come to him at the
"Yee," replied the gentleman farmer,
psychological moment, when the con "but it will spoil my wife's hat."
tract was ripe for giving: she had
Gloomily he moaned. that he WES
shown herself clear-headed and rer.$) money out.—N. Y. Sun.
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statemests; she had deEasy.
manded much, knowing the value ot
"How can a girl tell whether or not
what she gave, but there had been no she is a man's affinity?" murmured
sign of sharpness, of trying to steal an soulful Susie.
advantage.. No doubt to one accus
"By looking him up in Bradstreet's,"
tomed to be approached by indirect replied practical Polly. "You silly
methods, by gifts and flatteries, ther goose!"—Chicago Sun.
was a • wholesome oonvinclugnees in
this novel experience, a welcome
Effect of His Voice.
promise of good faith. At all events
"I never thought," said the conceithe accepted freely and wholly."
ed lecturer, "that my voice would fill
---that great ball."
---Impressive Sermon.'
"No," replied the candid man, "I
Wife (returning from church to les: thought at one time It would
empty
?unbend. who had staSed at hornet— it."—Tit-Bits.
You should have heard Dr. 1Doe's sat*
mon this moruing, my dear. I don't
The Extent of the Disaster.
hnow when anything has made such
"He says he cannot live without
a profound impression on me. I think me," said the impressionable heiress.
it will make a better woman of me as
"Don't believe it," returned Miss
long as I live.
Cayenne. "lie will live. But he may
Husband—Did you walk home?
econ0Mble.",—WashingtOn
have
to
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, do Star.
you know, John, the conductor never
asked me for my fare, and so I Bayou
Luck at Last.
a nickel.
Wasn't I lucky?—Stras
Pater Famillaa—Hurrah! I've fallen
Stories.
heir to a million.
Mater Familias—Isn't that grand?
The Truth.
Now we can begin to take ice—N. Y.
The Editor—What have you written
Weekly.
about the death of that bright young
Jenkins?
Too Heavy to Weigh.
The Irish Reporter--Something nate
"Stnyvesant's conversation is awfulsir, windin' up with these words:
my heavy."
leaves a brilliant future behind him.'
"I know it. I'm sure be never weight
.
—Tit-Bits.
his words."—Town WOO, _
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Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller--

Campbell Block.
Off4ce Phone 369.
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For Vaults, Mbnuments and 0eneral

Cemetery
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GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for
Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE
UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS MS WHITENES
S; does not become dark ana discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, glop TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH
, KY.
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THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS
THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES.
ON DISPLAY
AT OUR
SHOW
ROOMS
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.

Ed D.Hannan
STEAM FITTING.
PLUMBING.
Both Phones DOI.
132 South F ourth St.. 323
Kentucky Avenue.

• the Btrffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

W. C. Gray, Proprietor.
FIll2 OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the astable line served to order.
fins noonday lunch for as cen'ta.

A

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

CG
Term Ai

For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Meth*. Apply to

'In tt
member
Is not it
eon, wile
France,'
sorbed it

JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.
11111%111116G

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-slh, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $155,000l
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.

G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&

44

N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits.
Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault fcr rent at $3 to $to per year as to age. You carry your own
bey End no one but yourself has ac cess.
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Took Env 1 at His Word.
"Now, Miss Caustique." said young
Boreal, who had dropped in to spend
the evening, "pray do not put mime!l
nit or my account. Just act as if I
were not here,"
"Thank you, Mr. I3orem," she replied. "I will do as you suggest and
proceed to enjoy myself."—Chicago
News.
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OLORADO DEPUTY'S SH )1'
eriff's Aid Who Could Do Wondezful Things with His
evolver.
-- —
While Deputy Sheriff William Ronldson was in the once "bad" town of
offeyville, Kan.. he got some of the
ton spirit in his veins and listened
the stories of how four of the Dalris Met death at the hands of one
an stationed in a shed and shooting
through a knothole, relates the Denver
1
Times. They told Mr. Ronahlaon
stories of what crack shots the Dal
,../ tons were and how nip picked off
' every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Denver deputy was ontthe
rain some stranger entered into a conversation about what crack shooters
there were in .Kansas about the time
, the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
me good marksmen there, but it is
y to hit a man with a Winchester
a Colorado we use a Colt almost ex
lutively. Of course, we have no crack
arksmen, but I believe I might pick
ft a prairie dog there while the train
moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronaldson's face and it war
covered. Ronaldson snapped out til
3S-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas prat
He dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would take a hundred similar
bets that Ronaldson could do the same
nine times out of ten.
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IN TIMES OF PEACE

MONTANA MAN'S DOG WOLF

Said That Railways Kill and Maim
More Men Than the Bloodiest of Wars.

Species of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild
in LOoks.

'Paducah
Stearn DyeWueks

EXCURSION

St. Louie and Tennessee Rive& PakWhen the young men of the ,counI was smoking mai pipe km the cabin
et company—the cheapest and best
try are called forth to war, they march of an did timer who lives on
Muddy
If you want year clothes cleaned, excursion out of Paducah.
through the streets with flags flying creek in southeastern Montana when
and bands playing inspiring Music. I. happened to look out of
dyed
or repaired, take them to K. C.
the window
The people crowd the streets and greet and saw an animal, paste by that for
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
them with applause. When news of 3 a moment I tok to be a rid woad, rethe nicest line of samples for tints
battle is received, the entire nation lates a writer in Forest and Stream.
in the city. Suits made to order.
is sad at the story of lives destroyed.
I said to the old man: "What have
Those who thus die are honored for you got out there?" and he replied:
their heroism, and monuments :Are "Yea; I am glad you spoke'about that;
erected to their memory, while those I wanted you to see' them
puce.'
who return maimed are pensi9jsed. Then, while; we walked out., of doors,
Not so, however, the army which -gees be told nee that he had a litter 6't six
It is a trip of pleasure. eomfors
You should throw away those old
forth daily to do duty upon our rail- pups, half gray wolf and half ordinary
and rest; good service, g
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
table,
roads. One in every 80 of them will doeretie dog, and that he had two of
good rooms, etc. Boats
you they cause most of the trouble
'e each
be permanently disabled, and one in these puppies still About the house, the
He will tell you to get a pair of
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI- Wednesday and Saturday
5 p.
every nine of the injured will be killed, other Sour having been •given away.
For other information apply
says Pearson's Magazine. They pass
to Jas.
VATES.
ALL DRUGGIST roc.
The wolflike anima!, with fotir or
Koger, superintendent; Frank
away, unknown and unlionored, say4 five- other *ape wa.i standing near a
L.
Brown, agent
.
.
as to their families and friends.
wagoa dos, to Ike house, and when
A more vivid notion of the destruc- sailed galloped chwafully to us,
wale
tiveness of railroads may be had by ging its tail and twisting its body, and
considering the fact that in the great thrast his nose into the hand of each
Crimean conflict, which was one of the of us,.seeming to enjoy the pats and
OFFICB 120 NORTH
bloodiest wars In history, the British caresses that it received. In color it
Highest price paid for second-ha
lost less than half as many slain -and was reddish, somewhat the color of
nd
TELEPHONES
wounded as were killed and maimed the summer coat of a deer, yet hardon the iron roads in this country dur- ly so bright; there was more of a
Residence age
Office 253
ing last year.
In any twelvemonth brown in it. On the tail the hair lay
about 60,000 persona are killed or in- parallel to the skirl and did, not stand
jured on the railroads of the United oat as ft does on the, brush of a fox
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
States—a much greater number than or the tali of a wolf or coyote. On
OLIVER, OLIVER & larGREGOR,
Buy anything and sell everything
.
fell at the battle of Sedan, which the other hand;the shape of the erea2/5-220 Court street. Old phone
iv&
sealed the fate of the second empire of thee,we, that of ngrny wolf; which it because they keep the feet cool—
never chafe or "draw' —are lighter
France. Wellington won Waterloo, also equaled in size.
more comfortable, while they
and
and Meade Gettysburg, with losses; of
These .pupa are great thieves, and
OFFICES: Penton. Ky., rest bank
3,186 and 23,003 respectively, and the ttfings have to be kept out of their protect.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Moving wagon in connection.
Come in and see how they look an
total losses on both sides at Shiloh way or they will steal them. They
Room
114 Fraternity Building.
your
in the two days' murderous fight dii cannot bark. Sometimes they appear
shoes—they will fit any shape
New Phone 114.
not reach 24,000.
Old Phone 30,3.
to try to do so, and break out into a shoe. More railroad employee were kille•I regular wolf howl.
We have a full line of any kind of
J. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
in the United States last year thas
rubbers you could want,Asorn a toe
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT. three times the number of union met WHAT
WM. MARBLE.
MIKE'S FOREMAN DID tip to a buckle Arct3ic.
slain at the battles of Lookout Moues
Feline Had the Instinct of Caudal
We
have
a
good
assortmen
t ef
lain, Missionary Ridge and Orchard As Concisely Described by Mike
rubber and felt boots; also damp
Preservation '04rithout the
Knob combined. The number of in
Residence.
Himself for the Benefit
proof shoes and high •cut boots Call
Appendage.
jured among these workers in Gm
Eighth
of Jury.
and
Jackson Streets.
early and get your correct size
transportation bbstnees was greater
"It is well known that Manx este than
Telephone
270.
that of the wounded and miming
One of Ieddie Foy's stories relates to
have no tails," says a writer in the
at Shiloh. Antietam and the Firm ant his eeperiences as a juror. It illusScientific
American, "only
LAWY ERS
slight Second Bull Run combined.
More trates 'the value of concise expression
stamps, and that the offspring of such
faithful toilers on the iron roads of
Rooms z,
and 3 Register Build"Whn 1 was on the jury," says Foy.
In other parts of the world, in the
this country went down in 'udder "one of the cases I heard was that
ing,
523
Broadway
1-2
.
arst generation at least, are in the
death during the twelvemonth .than of a laborer against the employer in
Sellers of-Shoes and Satisfaction.
same abnormal condition. While livPractice in all the courts ef the
—DENTIST—
perished in the Battle of the Wilder- whose foundry he had been Injure-It
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
321 Beseadway.
n
red.
The
foreman
foundry
the
of
testified.
Manx kitten given to us, which, alstate. Both phones 31.
Truehart
Each year, one In every ten train- and teen the attorney for the plaintiff
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was *prin. men in the United States (this term called Michael Shea
HOLIDAY RATES.
"a:Mike,' inquired the lawyer, 'do
shutting, like most of the screen doors :ncluding engineers, firemen, coaduo
In this country, but opening only to- tors and brakemen) is injured, and one you know the gentleman who has just
ward the inside. Before the kitten was in every 135 Is killed. Twol,Otmdred left. the Mend?'
On account of Christmas and New
120 NORTH. FIFTH STREET
''Sure I do.'
fullgrown he had learned to let him- and fifty men are killed and t800 are
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
'What dees he do at the foundry? Year's holidays the Illinois Central
self in by pushing from the outside, disabled in an average twelvemonth,
Both Phones 355
Railroad wel sell reduced rate tickets
"Ile's the foremaae
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
but never learned, although we often while 'coupling or uncougling ears. In
'Office hours 8 to to a, in.,
to 3
"'What are his duties am foreman? as follows:
tried to teach him, to pull it open from the same length of time 96 persons are
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
To all points in Illinois, Indiana, p. in. and 7 to 9 p.
slain and 990 injured, by being
"'Well, I don't know, sor.'
the inside.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU"'Surely you know what the fore- Ohio, portions of West Virginia,
"It was not, however, the opening knocked from rate by bridges and othBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
of the door from the outside to which er obstacles at the side of the track roan's duties are,' said the barrister. Pennsylvania and Western
New
York, Ontario and. Michigan, one and
I wish to call attention—any cat could On the other hand, only one passenger 'You work under him, don't your
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
one-third fare for the round-trip,
have wily learned to do that; but the Is killed for every 1,880,000 carried
"'Yes. He's me boss.'
FECT HEALTH.
The
"
then. He draws pay for be- tickets to be sold December 23, 24.
OW that invariably, after he had so and one hurt for every 97,066.
Attorney-at-Law.
4 plashed It and got his body partially average passenger travels 1,944,272 ing your bees, and he must de 'erne- 25, 30 and 31 and January
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
I, and
in. he made • rapid turn or whirl to miles,before he is Injured, and he goee thing to sera that My- New, what good returning until January 3.
Room No, 5, Columbia Building.
STORES.
prevent the tail that was. not there 67,000,000 miles before he loses his does be nor
To all points South of Ohio and
(but heredity impressed oa him the life.
"Mike soretched his head for a mo- Potomac Rivers and East of Misfact that it ought to have been) from
ment, looked at the eelling, and then, sissippi river, one and one-third fate
being (*tight between the closing door
FAMOUS FOR INDUSTRY. • smile owning te his lips, he an- plus 25 cents, tickets to be sold Desad its frame.
swered.
doeselie do? Well, sor, cember 22, 23, 24, 25, so and 31 and
"This he did dozens of times every Sobriety and Decency of Life•'Kara we *do what he tells us—that's what January t, good to return
until JanuDENTIST.
day so long as we had him, and was
he do'
of the German Peasant of
ary 4.
always willing to show off before our
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Rooms
"And with this definition of the duand 6 Register Building.
J. T. DONOVAN,
To-Day.
neighbors, as he never seemed to recties of a foreseen we - were sompelled
Co., 3•36 Broadway,
Agent, Paducah, Ky,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
'" •
ognize the fact that he had not a tail
.The boner (peasant farmer) hogs the to be coatent."
G. C. WARFIELD,
New Phone ago.
like his neighbors."
soil, and will waste none of It fo;
T. A., Union Depot,
SPECIALTIES:
hedges. He cultivate, his land in ob
HONOR OF THE 014iNESE.
long plots, each strip carrying ono
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Abstracling of Titles.
crop—corn, rye, tobacco, beet, man- Englishmen from China Gives MU
Insurance, Corporation and
LIBRARY
CLOSED.
Term Applied to the Patient, Organic gold, turnip or what not, says a let
Opinion of the Sly CeReal state Law.
Growth of Rothschild's
tee In the London Spectator. tHearorke
BROOKHILL
BUILDING,
lestials.
Will Not Be Opened Until Tomaris summer from light to dark; ir
Fortune.
-TELEPHONE NO, 444.
row Afternoon by the Officials.
winter as it suits him. His fruit tree;
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor"In the first place," it should be re- are planted along the roads and flair able in business matters, but it meet not
Last evening at 9 o'clock the Carnemembered that the Rothschild fortune laths which run through and separate be taken for granted that integrity is
gie
library at Ninth and Broadv.-ay
phones rao at residenc. Office hours
Is uot industrial," mays Vance Thomp- the tillaged acreage whereof his TB
universal with them," said Mr. Ii. M.
closed its doors, and will not open Office phone 251, Residence phone 47e
son who writes of "The Hothschildsof lag. is the pivot.
Lakin, of Shanghai, according to an ezuntil toinorrow afternoon, as the
7 to 9 S. in.; z to 3 p. nt, 7 to 9 p.
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Dollars Have Greater Buying Powers Here.

Mrs. Fat -sic Allard lhas returned
from visitini; her son, .M1r. 011ie Allard, of Nets York. She is the gut
Leather Samples to select
of her niece, Mrs. Leonard P. Janes,
from.
of North Fifth.
Your Name and Address in Gold !Miss Clara Amos
, of Sidney, Ohio,
Letters
is here to visit Dr. and Mrs'. W.
An Ideal Christmas Present for a H. Pitcher (!tiN
ng the 'holidays.
Gentleman.
Mr. L. 0. Stephenson, the May114-118-209-213 S. THIRD STREET.
field underta;ser, is again in the city
and has *host decidibd to locate here.
Mr. Milto Sanchez yesterday returned from a druinntiAg trip to Illinois.
Mr. Richa:d
Lambert, advance
man for the "Paul Gilmore com3o
44/114
pany," is in the city.
Mr. W11412 •Ti P. Hopkins yesterTHE REXALL STORE.
day 'returned from a drumming trip
•
FOURTH ANIi BROADWAY. through West Tennessee.
'Miss Mary Lee Porterfield, of Ken
•1p
hett, Mo., is visiting Prof. and Mrs.
Saturday Mottling, Dec. 23, 1905.
John D. Sm•eit, of North Third
•••••••••••••ImmienOmmm•••••-• street.
Mr. Joe V.. • ',ins has, returned
from college 1..ar 'Louisville, to
spend the 'holidays with his parrots
Capt. - and Meet. Michael Williams,
of Third and Madison streets.
CI
—Tke. weather peedietion for toMr. Julius Harris Is in from a
day is: Ilrobable rain and colder at- drumming trip
through Arkansas
mosphere.
•11 •
and Missouri, to spend the holidays.
" —The Old Southern Hotel at MayMr. and Mrs. George Alexander
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field, after being closed for several go to, Paris
Parlor Suits
, Tenn.. tomorrow to
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A
Mr. Oce Alexander Tiresiday goes
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New Orleans La., arrive today
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Remember
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d
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s
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delivery when
amount to nothing.
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Mr. Louis; Cornillaud, of Dyers
—Yesterdai Miss Elizabeth Vas- burg, Tenn
desired.
., is in the city for a visit.
sew, of 1512 South Sixth street,
Mk. L. P. Head is expected back
and
Mr. Hernsan Jones, announced
that today from Louisville and Frankone week from last Thursday
they fort, where he has been on birsiness.i
slipped- away, to Paris, Tenn.,
Mc. Rex Cornelison is here from
and
'ere married. They are now
Lack Lexington en route to the county to
to take up their home. The
bride is visit hie parents during the holidays.
the daughter of Mr. J, A.
Vasseur.
Dr. Pthil Stewart and we leave
today for Bedford, Iowa, to attend
DISTRIBUTE PRESENTS.
the bedside of- the former's sister,
Mrs. C. L. Willis, who is ill of tuLadies of the Charity Club Made berculosis, and
may be taken to
Their Arrangements Yezterd4y.
Asheville, N.. C., for treatment, and
if not there 'to Arianna. Dr. Stewart
Yesterday at the meeting of the and wife will
be gont until after the
Charity club•at the residence of
Miss first of the year.
(-oink Grundy on Nort
h Seventh
Miss Helen Hecht yesterday restreet, the ladies of that body
decided turned from, St. Louis. accompanied
to divide the city into districts,
and by Miss Henrietta Wolf who will
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each visit here sieveral weeks.
territory, to deliver the presents
to
Dr. J. T. Gilbert, the oestopath,
the po -- children. Those in
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THE raucAu FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CO. 411.
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DRUG STORE.
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Our 20 Per Cent. Reduction on all fu
rniture is the greatest sort
of a boon to shoppers,and we
mean exactly what we adv5ertiseaper cent. reduction. Our prices
are always lower than elsewhere,and when a reduction of 2o
per cent. is made from them
your dollars are doing extraord
inary duty. Only one more
shapiping day before Christmas,
and if you have not already
made your purchases "you'll ha
ve to hurry.' We will gladly
assist you in making selections.
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BOTTLE BEER
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